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Associations between observed temperament in
preschoolers and parent psychopathology

KATIE R. KRYSKI1, THOMAS M. OLINO2, MARGARET W. DYSON3, C. EMILY DURBIN4,
DANIEL N. KLEIN5 AND ELIZABETH P. HAYDEN1, 1Department of Psychology, Western
University, London, ON, Canada; 2Department of Psychology, Temple University, Philadelphia,
PA, USA; 3Department of Psychiatry, University of California, San Diego, San Diego, CA, USA;
4Department of Psychology, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA; 5Department of
Psychology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY, USA

ABSTRACT
Parent history of psychopathology is an established marker of children’s own risk for later disorder and can
therefore be used as a means of validating other risks, such as child temperament. While associations between
children’s temperament and parent psychopathology have been reported, few studies have used observational
measures of child temperament or examined trait interactions, particularly between children’s affective and
regulatory traits such as effortful control (EC). In this bottom-up family study of 968 three-year-olds and their
parents, we examined interactions between preschoolers’ observed positive and negative affectivity (NA) and
EC as predictors of a known marker of psychopathology risk: parent history of disorder. Children with lower
positive affectivity had an increased probability of paternal depression history in the context of higher child
NA. In addition, children with lower EC and higher NA had an increased probability of maternal anxiety.
Findings shed new light on the main effects and interactions that account for associations between child
temperament and parent history of disorder, one of the best-established markers of an individual’s own risk for
future disorder, implicating reactive and regulatory traits that merit special consideration in future longitudinal
work. Copyright © 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Introduction

Models of temperament have converged to indi-
cate that trait-like aspects of emotional reactivity
and regulation account for much of the substantive
variability in individual differences in childhood
and adulthood.1–3 Although the specifics of con-
ceptual models vary, most contemporary theories
emphasize trait-like differences in affective
reactivity1,4 and regulation.1,2,5,6 Indeed, virtually
all prominent models of both child and adult tem-
perament include higher-order factors composed of

affective and regulatory traits,3,7 highlighting the
explanatory power of these constructs for behav-
iour across the lifespan.

In addition to characterizing normative indi-
vidual differences, temperament constructs have
also been invoked as a means of understanding
vulnerability to psychopathology7,8 (see Klein
et al.9 for a discussion of the processes by which
temperament–disorder links may emerge); many
of these models have focused on three key traits,7

which are negative affectivity (NA), positive
affectivity (PA) and a regulatory dimension
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typically referred to as either disinhibition on the
low end or constraint or effortful control (EC).
NA is implicated in virtually all forms of psycho-
pathology7 and may be best understood as a trait
that differentiates impaired from adaptive psycho-
logical functioning.10 Low PA may show more
specific associations with select disorders such as
depression, certain anxiety disorders and possibly
schizophrenia.8 While much of the aforemen-
tioned work has focused on adolescents and adults,
deficits in self-regulation (hereafter referred to as
EC) in both adults and young children have been
implicated in externalizing psychopathology,7,11

with associations between EC and internalizing
disorders showing a more mixed pattern,11–13 with
both higher and lower EC linked to internalizing
symptoms.

We describe relevant work in the following
section, where we focus on studies of temperamen-
tal risk for psychopathology that have used
observational measures of child temperament.
Although the literature is replete with work on
temperament-disorder links, the vast majority of
research has used questionnaire measures, which
may be subject to reporting biases.11,12,14 This is
of particular concern in studies of child tempera-
ment, which almost always draw on parent reports
as the source of information on children’s individ-
ual differences. While affordable and broad in
coverage of child behaviour across contexts and
time, parent reports capture both objective aspects
of child behaviour and parent characteristics, such
as symptoms and personality,15,16 and typically
show poor convergence with other measures.17

Further, many studies of child temperament and
risk rely on parent reports of both youth tempera-
ment and psychopathology, potentially inflating
associations between temperament and symptoms
and other risk markers due to shared methods
and informant biases. In contrast, laboratory
observation measures of child temperament serve
the critical function of eliminating monomethod
bias. Laboratory indices of child temperament
have other advantages, such as the use of stan-
dardized stimuli and objective coding to minimize

rater bias, and the capacity to elicit child
behaviours that may be present at lower rates in
naturalistic settings.18

Using a bottom-up family study design,
whereby family history of disorder serves as the
outcome and putative vulnerabilities are the pre-
dictor of such outcomes, Durbin, Klein, Hayden,
Buckley and Moerk19 examined associations be-
tween parent depression as a marker of children’s
own depression risk and children’s observed
positive and negative emotionality, related albeit
broader conceptualizations of PA and NA. Associ-
ations between children’s low positive emotional-
ity and maternal depression history were found;
positive emotionality was unrelated to maternal
anxiety or substance use disorder and paternal dis-
order. Using composite observational ratings of
children’s temperament in a follow-up of this same
sample, Dougherty et al.20 found that lower PE at
age 3 years predicted greater depressive symptoms
in children at age 10 years. While providing sup-
port for observed child temperament as a marker
of psychopathology risk, both these studies used a
small sample. In a high-risk offspring study, Olino
et al.21 found that children of mothers with
childhood-onset depression had lower PA in late
infancy and throughout childhood. A more
recent, larger family study of a larger sample of
3-year-olds (N = 536)22 found complex associa-
tions between positive and negative emotionality
in predicting parent depression; surprisingly,
higher levels of negative emotionality were
associated with a higher likelihood of having a de-
pressed parent only in children with moderate to
high positive emotionality. Kotelnikova et al.23

recently found that children’s low EC assessed
via laboratory methods was associated with steeper
increases in depressive symptoms in middle
childhood; otherwise, there is surprisingly little
published on associations between observed EC
and markers of psychopathology risk.

Other significant gaps in knowledge remain
regarding the nature of associations between
temperament and disorder risk. First, surprisingly
little is known about whether PA and NA interact
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either with each other or with EC in predicting
risk, such that the association between an individ-
ual temperament factor and risk is either reduced
or increased based on another trait. For example,
high NA may be more strongly associated with
depression risk markers when PA is low; this
would be consistent with models positing that pos-
itive emotions mitigate the associations between
other vulnerabilities and negative outcomes.7,24,25

Additionally, lower EC may result in difficulties
managing negative emotions, such that those with
high NA who also have more difficulty regulating
such emotions are at the greatest risk for disor-
der.11 Characterizing such interactions may be
key for developing more precise models of risk, as
any individual trait is unlikely to account for more
than modest variance. Additionally, unlike more
complex individual difference factors, the basic
temperament traits described earlier can be reli-
ably measured in early childhood,18 broadening
the period of development in which risk can be
identified, potentially extending the window
for prevention and early intervention. Greater
precision in modelling temperamental risk may
enhance targeted early intervention and preventa-
tive efforts.

Although interactions are likely important in
shaping vulnerability, most observational studies
of child temperament have focused on direct asso-
ciations between traits and risk. This is likely
because such studies, due to the expense of obser-
vational data, tend to use smaller samples and thus
have less power to test interactions. In the current
study, we examined associations between observa-
tional measures of children’s temperamental
reactivity and regulation, specifically PA, NA
and EC, and an established risk marker of psycho-
pathology: parent history of disorder.26 We com-
bined two large, independent samples of families
of young children, allowing us to test models in
almost 1 000 preschool-aged children, by far the
largest sample assessed for temperament via struc-
tured laboratory observational methods. We ex-
amined associations between parent disorder and
temperament in preschoolers, as these children

are prior to the age of risk for the onset of many
major forms of psychopathology,27 thus facilitating
the examination of aspects of temperamental emo-
tionality that are less likely to be contaminated by
current or past disorder, a significant problem
when using older individuals.

We focused on cross-sectional associations
between child temperament and risk (as indexed
by parental psychopathology) for practical reasons:
prospective studies of children are quite expen-
sive, requiring decades of follow-up because the
incidence of some disorders does not peak until
adulthood.28 Although longitudinal studies are
essential for testing causal models, determining
whether putative markers of vulnerability are
associated cross-sectionally with more established
risk markers, such as family history, is a crucial
short-term strategy. When descriptive studies
indicate that risk for disorder ‘runs in families’,
complementary, more expensive work can be un-
dertaken that is aimed at teasing apart the genetic
and environmental mechanisms that account for
this familiality.29

We conducted these analyses within the well-
established, ‘bottom-up’ family study framework,26

in which temperament in child probands served as
the predictor of risk, as indicated by familial
history of disorder. While the family study method
is one of the oldest methodologies used in psycho-
pathology research,30 it continues to be widely
used in contemporary research31 because of its
potential to inform our understanding of familial
contributions to psychopathology. Our design
follows the classic framework outlined in Zubin
and Spring,32 who describe the merit of gathering
supporting evidence for a putative vulnerability
marker by examining whether it differs cross-
sectionally between high-risk and low-risk groups
(e.g. in those with and without a family history
of disorder) before conducting longitudinal studies
to test prospectively whether the vulnerability
predicts onset of disorder. While many family
studies look at patterns of disorder in families, we
examined child temperament–parent disorder
links as a means of establishing whether
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temperament traits that putatively play a mecha-
nistic role in disorder are associated reliably with
what is arguably the best-established marker of
psychopathology risk: family history. We exam-
ined links between child temperament and both
mothers’ and fathers’ history of disorder, in
contrast to much of the literature, which has
focused on maternal disorder only.33

Based on theory,7 we expected that higher
child NA would be generally related to parent his-
tory of multiple disorders and that lower child PA
would be tied most closely to parental history of
depressive and perhaps anxiety disorders.8,34 How-
ever, we also examined interactions between trait
vulnerabilities. There is little extant research on
trait interactions in child temperament and how
these might relate to risk, which speaks to the im-
portance of the current study while also limiting
our ability to make strong hypotheses based on
past work. Nevertheless, we anticipated that chil-
dren’s PA and NA would interact in relating to
parental depression, such that child’s low PA and
high NA would be associated with higher rates
of depression in parents. In addition, we expected
that higher EC would moderate associations be-
tween parent disorder history and children’s ob-
served low PA or high NA, reducing associations
between these traits and parental disorder.

Method

The sample was composed of 968 three-year-old
children and their biological parents from two in-
dependent samples. Site 1 consisted of 559 families
from a suburban community in New York, USA.
Related data from a subset of this sample were pre-
viously reported.22 Children were 42.2 months old
(standard deviation (SD) = 3.1); 289 (53.9%) were
boys. Mothers were 36.0 years old (SD = 4.5), and
fathers were 38.3 years old (SD = 5.4). Most
participants (86.9%) were White and middle class,
as measured by Hollingshead’s Four Factor Index of
Social Status (M= 45.1; SD= 10.9). Children were
of average cognitive ability according to the

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT35;
M = 102.9, SD = 13.9).

Site 2 was composed of 409 children from a sub-
urban community in Ontario, Canada.36 Children
were 40.7 months old (SD = 3.51); 201 (49.1%)
were boys. Mothers were 35.8 years old (SD = 4.6),
and fathers were 37.5 years old (SD = 4.8). Most
participants (93.4%) were White and middle class
as measured by annual family income data
(5.5% < $20 000; 11% = $20 000–$40 000;
22.7% = $40 001–$70 000; 31.2% = $70 001–
$100 000; and 29.5% > $100 001). Children were
of average cognitive ability (PPVT35; M = 111.9,
SD = 14.3).

Children in both samples were administered
the same battery of observational tasks, and similar
measures of child symptoms and parent psychopa-
thology were collected in both studies. Study
procedures were identical across both sites except
where noted. The appropriate ethics committee
approved study procedures at both institutions;
thus, both studies were conducted in accordance
with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964
Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments.
In terms of demographic variables, the two
samples did not differ significantly in terms of
proportion that were boys or proportion that were
White, or parent age (all ps > 0.16); however,
children in Site 2 were significantly younger and
had higher PPVT scores than children in Site 1
(ps < 0.001), although these site differences did
not influence our findings.

Child temperament

Each child completed a 2-h observational labora-
tory assessment of temperament that included 10
standardized episodes from the Laboratory
Temperament Assessment Battery (Lab-TAB37).1

1Two tasks not described here differed across the two samples’
batteries; scoring from these two tasks was not included in
generating the temperament scores used in the current study
(i.e. temperament scores were based on the 10 tasks that were
identical across the samples).
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Each task was videotaped through a one-way
mirror. To prevent carryover effects, no episodes
presumed to evoke similar affective responses
occurred consecutively, and each episode was
followed by a brief play break to allow the child
to return to a baseline state. A parent was in the
room with the child for all episodes except
‘stranger approach’ and ‘box empty’ (see in the
succeeding text) but was instructed not to interact
with the child (except in ‘pop-up snakes’) and was
seated facing away from the experimenter and
child and given questionnaires to complete. The
episodes were as follows:

Risk room. Child explored a set of novel and
ambiguous stimuli, including a Halloween
mask, balance beam and black box.
Tower of patience. Child and experimenter al-
ternated turns in building a tower of blocks.
The experimenter took increasing amounts of
time before placing her block.
Stranger approach. Child was left alone briefly
in the room before a male accomplice entered,
speaking to the child while slowly walking
closer.
Make that car go. Child and experimenter
raced remote-controlled cars.
Transparent box. Experimenter locked an
attractive toy in a transparent box, leaving
the child alone with a set of nonworking
keys. After a delay, the experimenter returned
and explained that she had left the wrong
keys. The child used the new keys to access
the toy.
Pop-up snakes. Child and experimenter sur-
prised the parent with a can of potato chips
that actually contained coiled snakes.
Impossibly perfect green circles. Experimenter
repeatedly asked the child to draw a circle on
a large piece of paper, mildly criticizing each
attempt.
Popping bubbles. Child and experimenter
played with a bubble-shooting toy.
Snack delay. Child was instructed to wait for
the experimenter to ring a bell before eating a

snack. The experimenter systematically
increased the delay before ringing the bell.
Box empty. Child was given an elaborately
wrapped box to open under the impression
that a toy was inside. After the child
discovered the box was empty, the experi-
menter returned with several toys for the child
to keep.
Coding procedures. Coders were trained gradu-
ate and undergraduate student coders, as well
as study staff, who were unaware of information
on parental psychopathology or child symp-
tomatology. Coders were trained by calibrating
their ratings against an ‘aster coder’ who had
themselves been trained by a study author
(either K. R. K., E. P. H., C. E. D. or
T. M. O.). In the process of learning to code
an episode, new coders were required to meet
a minimum standard of agreement with the
master coder (interrater correlation coefficient
(ICC) = 0.80) on ratings of ~20 separate epi-
sodes (i.e. ~20 child participants, depending
on how challenging a given episode typically
was to code, completing the same episode),
and any coding discrepancies were discussed
during regular coder meetings. For each
episode, each display of facial, bodily and vocal
positive affect, fear, sadness and anger was
rated on a 3-point scale (low, moderate and
high). Ratings were summed separately within
each channel (facial, bodily and vocal) across
the 10 episodes, standardized and summed
across the three channels to derive composite
scores for positive affect, fear, sadness and
anger. PA consisted of the sum of the standard-
ized total positive affect variables. NA was the
sum of the 2005 standardized total sadness, fear
and anger variables (see Durbin et al.19 and
Olino et al.22 for similar procedures). PA and
NA had adequate internal consistency (Site 1
α = 0.82 and 0.74 respectively; Site 2
α = 0.89 and 0.81 respectively) and interrater
reliability (Site 1 N = 28, ICCs = 0.89 and
0.82 respectively; Site 2 N = 18, ICCs = 0.67
and 0.62 respectively).
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As an index of EC, ‘snack delay’ and ‘tower of
patience’ were coded for child prompts to the
experimenter, self-directs (e.g. reaching for the
candy but withdrawing the hand) and failures to
wait to take their turn (see Kochanska et al.,38

Kryski et al.39 and Smith et al.40 for similar
procedures). Each index was averaged across each
trial and then across tasks to create an aggregate
scale. The three indices were then standardized
and aggregated to create an overall EC score. As
more prompting, self-directs and failures to wait
reflect lower EC, scores were reverse-coded to ease
interpretation; thus, higher EC scores in this study
reflect greater EC. EC exhibited good interrater
reliability (Site 1 N = 8, ICC = 0.98, Site 2
N = 8, ICC = 0.95).

Parental psychopathology

Children’s biological parents were interviewed for
a lifetime history of disorder using the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM–IV, Non-Patient
Version41, either face-to-face or by telephone.
Interviews were conducted by masters-level or
doctoral-level clinical psychology students with
no knowledge of child temperament or symptom
data. When biological parents were unavailable
and the informant was sufficiently knowledgeable,
family history interviews were conducted with the
co-parent (1 mother and 84 fathers at Site 1; one
mother and one father at Site 2). Parent psychopa-
thology data were obtained from 932 (96.3%)
mothers and 797 (82.3%) fathers. Based on
audiotapes of Structured Clinical Interview for
DSM–IV, Non-Patient Version interviews, kappas
for interrater reliability of lifetime diagnoses were as
follows: Site 1: kappa = 0.93 for depression, 0.91 for
anxiety disorder and 1.00 for substance depen-
dence, N = 30; Site 2: kappa = 1.00 for depression,
1.00 for anxiety disorder and 1.00 for substance de-
pendence,N = 33. Combining the two sites, 29.6%
of mothers and 15.4% of fathers had a lifetime de-
pressive disorder; 32.6% of mothers and 17.6% of
fathers had a lifetime anxiety disorder; and 5.3%
of mothers and 8.4% of fathers had lifetime history

of substance dependence. Of note, substance abuse
was not included in analyses as dependency
symptoms appear to be the strongest and most
consistent predictor of adverse child outcomes.42

Data analyses

We examined main effects of child PA, NA and
EC as well as two-way and three-way interactions
in association with lifetime maternal and paternal
depressive and anxiety disorders and substance
dependence using hierarchical logistic regression.
As the current study is a bottom-up family study
design, child temperament variables were treated
as independent variables and parental psychopa-
thology was the dependent variable as a marker
of child disorder risk. However, it is important to
note that designations of independent and depen-
dent variables are arbitrary in cross-sectional,
correlational analyses such as these, which aim to
describe associations between child temperament
and parent disorder rather than elucidating under-
lying causal processes. Because some aspects of NA
are more closely linked to externalizing problems
than others (e.g. anger43), follow-up analyses were
performed in which significant interactions
involving NA were further probed with three par-
allel models substituting anger, sadness and fear for
NA to examine whether specific aspects of NA
were responsible for significant effects obtained.
We initially explored three-way interactions be-
tween EC, PA and NA, and two-way, three-way
and four-way interactions involving child sex.
However, none of these was significant and there-
fore not considered further (results available from
the first author).

The two sites differed significantly in the
number of children with a history of maternal de-
pression (X2(1) = 4.37, p = 0.04; Site 1 N = 174,
31.1%; Site 2 N = 102, 24.9%), maternal anxiety
(X2(1) = 38.07, p < 0.01; Site 1 N = 219, 39.2%;
Site 2 N = 84, 20.5%), paternal anxiety
(X2(1) = 28.18, p < 0.01; Site 1 N = 107,
19.1%; Site 2 N = 33, 8.1%), maternal substance
dependence (X2(1) = 4.88, p = 0.03; Site 1
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N = 21, 3.8%; Site 2 N = 28, 6.8%) and paternal
substance dependence (X2(1) = 4.37, p = 0.04;
Site 1 N = 26, 4.7%; Site 2 N = 41, 10.0%).
Children across sites did not differ in mean
temperament scores (ps > 0.87). A site code was
created (Site 1 = 0; Site 2 = 1) and included in
all models to control for cross-site variability,
although analyses without this variable yielded
highly comparable results. To further address the
possibility of site differences influencing our find-
ings, we also examined whether site moderated
any significant effects reported; no significant
interactions with site were found.

Results

Table 1 shows correlations between major study
variables. Given our large sample size, many
modest correlations attained statistical signifi-
cance; such marginal associations are not discussed
here, where we focus on correlations of at least
0.20 or greater. Lifetime depression and anxiety
were associated with one another in both mothers
and fathers. Associations between child NA, PA
and EC were modest (<0.20).

Maternal and paternal depression

In the model predicting maternal depression his-
tory, no significant main effects were found for
child temperament traits, nor were the PA–NA,
NA–EC or the PA–EC interactions associated
with maternal depression (ps > 0.07). For paternal
depression, the Hosmer and Lemeshow test of the
full model was non-significant, X2(8) = 5.506,
p = 0.702, indicating that the model’s estimates
fit the data at an acceptable level. In this model,
the main effect of NA was significant, with higher
levels of child NA associated with a greater prob-
ability of paternal depression history; however,
this was qualified by a significant PA–NA interac-
tion (b = �0.18, SE = 0.09, p = 0.04; Table 2).
Simple slopes tests indicated that at low child
PA, increases in child NA were associated with a
greater probability of paternal depressive disorder

(�1 SD: b = 0.31, SE = 0.11, p < 0.01). In con-
trast, at moderate/average-to-high (+1 SD) child
PA, there was no association between child NA
and paternal depression (mean: b= 0.13, SE= 0.10,
p = 0.19; +1 SD: b = �0.05, SE = 0.16, p = 0.75;
Figure 1). Follow-up analyses exploring separate
facets of NA indicated that child fear largely
accounted for the NA–PA interaction (fear × PA:
b = �0.24, SE = 0.12, p = 0.04) and yielded a
consistent pattern of simple slopes to those for
NA overall; the PA–sadness and PA–anger
interactions were not significant (ps > 0.35).

Maternal and paternal anxiety

There were no significant main effects of child
temperament in the models predicting maternal
or paternal anxiety disorder history (ps > 0.28),
nor were the PA–NA, NA–EC or PA–EC interac-
tions associated with paternal anxiety (ps > 0.49).
However, a significant EC–NA interaction was
found in the model for maternal anxiety disorder
(b = �0.15, SE = 0.08, p = 0.04; Table 2). The
Hosmer and Lemeshow test of this full model
was non-significant, X2(8) = 9.25, p = 0.322, indi-
cating that its estimates fit the data at an accept-
able level. Simple slopes tests indicated that at
low child EC, increases in child NA were associ-
ated with a greater probability of maternal anxiety
disorder (�1 SD: b = 0.20, SE = 0.10, p = 0.04). In
contrast, at average-to-high (+1 SD) child EC,
there was no association between child NA and
maternal anxiety (mean: b = 0.05, SE = 0.08,
p = 0.54; +1 SD: b = �0.11, SE = 0.11, p = 0.36;
Figure 2). Follow-up analyses exploring separate
facets of NA showed a trend–level interaction
between EC and fear (b = �0.16, SE = 0.08,
p = 0.06) that showed a pattern of simple slopes
consistent to that for the overall NA–EC
interaction; the EC × sadness and EC × anger
interactions were not significant (ps > 0.11).

Maternal and paternal substance dependence

There were no significant main effects or PA–NA,
NA–EC or PA–EC interactions in the models
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predicting maternal (ps > 0.32) or paternal
(ps > 0.29) substance dependence history.

Discussion

Surprisingly, many of the major theories of
temperament-disorder associations do not address
the role of non-additive influences of traits on
risk.44 Of the few family studies testing trait inter-
actions,22 none has tested interactions between
facets of temperamental reactivity and regulation.
Further, much of the past work on this topic has
examined older individuals that fall into the
period of risk for disorder, which is problematic,
as the assessment of temperament may be influ-
enced by current or prior disorder. Additionally,
the vast majority of past work has relied solely
on questionnaire methods of assessing tempera-
ment and risk,45–47 which may artificially inflate
associations between constructs. Our study sheds
new light on the role of child temperamental risk
for psychopathology by testing the associations of
interactions between young children’s tempera-
mental reactivity and self-regulation with parent
psychopathology using independent measures of
study constructs, including structured laboratory
observational temperament measures. We were
able to test more complex models of interplay
among traits as we used the largest dataset of

Table 2: Multiple logistic regression model of the association between child temperament and paternal depression, maternal
anxiety

Paternal depression Maternal anxiety

Odds ratio 95% confidence interval Odds ratio 95% confidence interval

Site code 0.72 [0.48, 1.08] 0.39 [0.29, 0.52]*
EC 0.90 [0.74, 1.10] 1.00 [0.86, 1.15]
PA 1.06 [0.87, 1.28] 0.94 [0.82, 1.09]
NA 1.14 [0.94, 1.39] 1.05 [0.90, 1.22]
EC × PA 1.11 [0.93, 1.32] 0.99 [0.87, 1.12]
EC × NA 0.96 [0.79, 1.16] 0.86 [0.74, 0.99]*
PA × NA 0.84 [0.70, 0.99]* 1.00 [0.87, 1.15]

Note. EC, effortful control; PA, positive affect; NA, negative affect.
*p ≤ .05.

noisserpe
Dlanr etaPfo

ytilibabor P

Negative Affect

PA -1 SD (b = .31, p < .01)

PA Mean  (b = .13, p = .19)

PA +1 SD (b = -.05, p = .75)

Figure 1: The association between child negative affect and
the probability of paternal depression as a function of child
positive affect (PA). SD, standard deviation

Figure 2: The association between child negative affect and
the probability of maternal anxiety as a function of child
effortful control (EC). SD, standard deviation
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children observationally characterized on temper-
ament that we know of. Our findings contribute
important new knowledge regarding relations
between risk and early temperament in a sample
of children prior to the age of onset of most
major forms of psychopathology. Although
cross-sectional, our study speaks to the role of
non-additive trait markers of children’s psychopa-
thology risk, as indexed by parental psychopathol-
ogy, and suggests models of trait interactions that
should be explored using longitudinal methods.

Our results indicate that there are meaningful
interactions between observed PA and NA in the
association between child temperament and paren-
tal depression that are consistent with prior theory
and research. In particular, we found that
children’s high NA was related to a greater likeli-
hood of having a paternal depression history when
child PA was low. These findings are consistent
with other recent research implicating paternal
depression in temperament interactions predicting
another marker of child risk, cortisol reactivity to
stress48 and with work suggesting that deficits in
PA enhance the influence of other vulnerabil-
ities,24 including higher NA in the current study.
Further, whenwe examined facets of NA, child fear
appeared central to explaining the interaction
between NA and PA in the model for fathers’ de-
pression; anger and sadness did not show significant
interactions with PA. High child behavioural
inhibition/fearfulness has been implicated in anxi-
ety disorders risk49,50; it is possible that the pattern
of temperamental risk implicated in our data could
ultimately prove important in understanding the
widespread co-morbidity between depression and
anxiety given that fear, in the context of other
traits, predicted children’s risk for both anxiety
and depression as indexed via parental history of
disorder. However, this pattern of findings is some-
what discrepant to that reported by Olino et al.,22

who found that high behavioural inhibition was
associated with a greater probability of parental de-
pression only at moderate to high levels of PE in a
subset of the same participants included in the cur-
rent study. However, Olino et al.22 operationalized

temperament more broadly, including both behav-
ioural and affective markers of traits; in contrast, in
the present study, we focused purely on affective
behaviour. Additionally, Olino et al.22 did not in-
clude regulatory aspects of temperament in models,
which could have contributed to discrepant results
as well.

Surprisingly, we did not find associations be-
tween child temperament and maternal depression
history. Many previous studies finding associations
between maternal depression and child vulnerabil-
ity have selectively recruited depressed mothers,
which would increase power to detect such effects;
thus, it is possible that the low-risk nature of our
unselected community participants influenced
our ability to detect associations between
children’s vulnerability and maternal depression.
Having said that, other observational studies of
child temperament in unselected community
samples have reported associations with maternal
depression.19,22 As was the case with the paternal
depression findings, differences in how tempera-
ment was operationalized and the inclusion of
EC in current models could have contributed to
the different pattern of effects between our sample
and previous studies in community samples.

We found that the interaction of child EC with
NA was associated with a greater probability of
maternal anxiety history, such that children with
low EC and high NA had the greatest likelihood
of having a mother with a history of anxiety, our
marker of children’s own risk for anxiety given
the well-established familial aggregation of anxi-
ety.51 Further, this pattern of findings appeared
to be due largely to child fear, rather than other
facets of NA (i.e. anger and sadness). This pattern
suggests that children high in fearfulness may be at
the greatest risk for poor outcomes when they lack
the self-regulatory capacity to downregulate such
emotional responses. However, longitudinal data
are needed to adequately test such models
over time.

We did not find any significant associations
between temperament traits and maternal or
paternal substance dependence; however, some
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research suggests that children’s temperamental
risk for substance use disorders becomes more
evident later in childhood, after the preschool
period.52 It is also possible that conceptualizations
of temperament need to emphasize reward and
punishment sensitivity, or sensation-seeking, in
order to tap temperamental aspects of risk for sub-
stance use53; while our coding captured elements
of these constructs, it was focused more specifically
on emotion expression. Additionally, while three-
way interactions between questionnaire-assessed
temperament traits have been documented in the
literature on older children,54 we did not find evi-
dence of these in our sample. As noted, methodo-
logical differences may account for this difference
in findings; relatedly, it is also possible that
subjective aspects of emotional experience show
distinct patterns of associations with risk not
found when considering only overt manifestations
of emotion. It could also be that more complex
three-way interactions between traits become
more important later in development due to
changes in children’s environments with age or
other dynamic factors.

Our study had numerous strengths, including
an especially large sample size for a study using
laboratory measures of temperament. We used
structured clinical interviews for parental psycho-
pathology conducted by clinicians blind to child
temperament data; thus, measures of study
constructs were obtained from independent
sources. We examined associations between trait
interactions and risk in young children prior to
the age of risk for many forms of psychopathology,
decreasing the likelihood that child temperament
was influenced by past or current disorder. It is also
noteworthy that we examined links between
putative trait vulnerabilities in children and both
mothers’ and fathers’ history of disorder, in
contrast to much of the literature, which has
focused on maternal disorder only.33

However, our study also had limitations. First,
we tested our models using cross-sectional data
with the goal of elucidating associations between
child temperament and familial risk. Although

our data provide important clues regarding which
traits may be most relevant to children’s develop-
ment of disorder, establishing causal links between
temperament and disorder requires longitudinal
work to examine temporal associations between
constructs. For example, the cross-sectional associ-
ations observed in this study could reflect dynamic,
transactional relationships between parent and
child behaviour27 or the effects of ‘third variables’,
such as shared genetic influences on child tempera-
ment and parent disorder.9 Second, although we
included site as a covariate to address this possibil-
ity, we cannot rule out the possibility that sample
differences influenced the pattern of findings
obtained. Further, differences in mean levels of
study constructs between sites (e.g. parent psycho-
pathology) do not imply differences in relation-
ships between study constructs (i.e. parental
disorder and child temperament) and the two sites;
indeed, the non-significance of tests of interactions
of findings with study site indicate that the pattern
of findings obtained was consistent across sites.
Finally, we limited our tests of facet-level aspects
of NA (i.e. anger, fear and sadness) to follow-up
analyses, pursued when an interaction with NA
broadly defined was significant. This was a conser-
vative approach taken as a means of limiting the
number of analyses conducted, although it is possi-
ble that wemay have overlooked other interactions
with facet-level aspects of NA as a result.

In conclusion, we add to the existing literature
linking early childhood temperament and risk for
psychopathology, indicating that both tempera-
mental reactivity and regulatory components
should be considered when developing models of
risk. Future longitudinal research is needed to
understand the processes responsible for these as-
sociations and establish causal links between early
temperamental vulnerability and later emergence
of disorder.
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